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Minutes of the ENA General Assembly Meeting held on 26th January 2017  
(09:30 – 13:20) at IPM trade show – room L (CC Süd/South) – Essen (Germany). 

 
Present:  
Maurizio Lapponi (Italy), Val Farrell (Ireland), Patrick Svensson (Sweden), Luis B. Martín (Spain), Stanislav 
Dontsov (Ukraine), Leon Smet (Netherlands, Promotion WGs Chairman), Harm Horlings (Netherlands, 
Certifications and Labels WG Chairman), Heinz Kunz (Switzerland), Markus Guhl (Germany), Jan-Dieter 
Bruns (Germany – Vice-President), Marc Van Hulle (Belgium, Legislation WG Chairman), Jana Roels 
(Belgium), Willy De Nolf (Belgium – Treasurer), Luigi Pagliani (Italy), Jan Veltmans (Netherlands), Henk 
Raaijmakers (Netherlands), Jyri Uimonen (Finland), Arttu Haverinen (Finland), David Brown (United 
Kingdom), Mina Tsonkova (Bulgaria), Emmanuelle Bougault (France), Albano Moreira da Silva (Portugal), 
Grzegorz Falkowski (Poland), Tatyana Boyadzhieva (Bulgaria), Vasileios Zafeiropoulos (Greece), and 
Josep M. Pagès (Secretary General -SG in the text-).  
 
1. Vice-president’s Welcome. 

Jan-Dieter Bruns (Vice-president), chairing the meeting in absence of the President, opened the 
meeting wishing the best to Tim Edwards, who is recovering well from a health problem. He also 
welcomed all the attendants, mainly the first-time participants from a new country, Ukraine, and 
invited all to introduce themselves.  
 

2. Apologies for absence. 
Tim Edwards (United Kingdom – President), Helma Hoff (the Netherlands), Henning Roed and Julie 
Schou (Denmark), Jean-Marc Vasse and Laurent Chatelain (France), Zoltan Sinkó (Hungary), Elaine M. 
Farrell (Ireland), Edoardo Sciutti (Italy), Milka Glavendekić (Serbia), Maja Persson (Sweden), Jaume 
Riera and Alba Ridao (Spain), and Caroline Föllmi (Switzerland). Nele Lauwers (Belgium) sent her 
regards from the USA. 

 
3. Agreement of the Agenda. 

Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns proposed to include a short presentation about the situation in the 
USA (after item 7) by Mr Miles Rosedale (CEO of Monrovia Growers, the #1 American nursery) who 
was visiting the IPM tradeshow. 
Val Farrell (Ireland) proposed to talk about the BREXIT. It will be discussed at the end of the meeting 
and, with these inclusions, the agenda was adopted. 

 
4. Minutes: approval of the minutes of the previous GA meeting held on 16th June 2016 in Sofia (BG). 

The minutes from the last General Assembly meeting held on the above date were approved and 
agreed as a true and accurate record. 
 

5. Matters arising from the minutes not included on the agenda. 
There were no comments. 
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6. European nurseries statistics update. 
SG summarized the data received from ENA members, thanking them for their cooperation and 
begging for the pending data. David Brown apologized because the UK is not collecting official data. 
SG pointed out that some countries had very different data compared to the statistics collected one 
year ago. As some participants had doubts regarding the data, it was agreed on sending the 
information back to all members for correction or validation.  
Also, the summary of the State of Industry of the second half 2016 was presented (the full discussion 
will be held in the summer meeting). 
ACTION:  
- To correct or validate data (ALL MEMBERS) after receiving the information (SG). 

 
7. ENA new members: to receive a presentation from the Ukraine Plants Industry Association. 

The Ukraine Plants Industry Association had applied to be a full member of ENA and Vice-president 
Jan-Dieter Bruns invited Mr Stanislav Dontsov to make a presentation on Ukrainian nurseries. He 
finished his presentation inviting ENA to hold the summer 2018 meeting in Kiev. Albano Moreira da 
Silva (PT) encouraged them to enlarge their association with more members. SG informed the GA 
that all necessary information had been received and found correct, thanking Mina Tsonkova (BG) 
for her help on reviewing the documentation received in Ukrainian. Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns 
proposed to accept Ukraine as the 20th ENA member and it was unanimously accepted. 
ACTION:  
- To distribute the Ukrainian presentation to all members (SG).  
 

 Presentation on the situation in the USA by Mr Miles Rosedale, CEO of Monrovia Growers. 
Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns gave the floor to Mr Miles Rosedale who introduced his company, 
Monrovia Growers: 

The American nursery industry, including the landscape, is about 15 billion €, out of that 40% are 
plants. Monrovia was founded in 1926, now has a turnover a little bit over $100 million and they 
have a network of 28 nurseries. They produce “premium” plants, better plants for the landscape, 
using the newest fertilising techniques and obtaining their own new varieties with new genetics.  
Five years ago, for every $1.00 invested in the company they lost $0.17. After negotiation, their 
shareholders reinvested $20 million and now they make $0.10 for every $1.00 invested; before 
the recession it used to be $0.20. Now banks are supporting them. Five years ago there were too 
many growers and too many plants when the housing collapsed and nurseries couldn’t sell 
plants, particularly big plants in containers (sales dropped 40-50%). Today big plants are back in 
demand for landscaping, but 25-30% of the growers in the US closed. Now there are new 
growers along with the survivors. Five years ago, the prices were the weakest of the last 40 years 
and from then prices have been increasing 5% every year. Five years ago they also had lots of 
labour and were not too expensive but now there is a lack of labour and the prices are going up, 
so they are here at IPM to look for automation systems.  
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In the future, the industry will face new channels in distribution. Five years in the past, 80 % were 
sold through independent garden centres, family owned businesses, but will be less than 50 % in 
a few years.  
They have a new brand, “Grow Beautifully”, and they are trying to attract the customers digitally.  
They want that whatever the consumer looks for on the internet, i.e. for plants to buy or for 
advice, they should reach Monrovia. In two years the awareness of the consumers on Monrovia 
has doubled. “Grow Beautifully” is an expression that tends to connect with the consumers 
emotionally.  
Answering to several questions from the participants, he added: 
- Digital marketing is made by both, in company professionals and professional writers. 
- In California and Oregon, the labour is going to be a big issue because many Mexicans went 

home during the recession; the minimum wage is now $9/hour and they expect to go up to 
$15/hour in 2021. 

- They are using less peat and more coconut in the growing media. Peat harvesting seasons are 
not very regular in Canada, although peat will always be a part of their growing media. 

- In Europe, plants are usually sold with free delivery (the price includes the freight) but in the 
US, the customers usually pay for the freight, with the exception of the big chains.  

- In some chains the nurseries are taking care of the plants in the Garden Centre, including 
watering, and taking unsold plants with them. And nurseries are paid “by scan”, that is when 
the Garden Centre sells the plant. But it is not a good model for nurseries! 

 
8. ENA finances:  

a. annual statement of accounts 2016. 
SG presented the summary of the annual statement of accounts for 2016 (available on the 
website), including the Income Statement that stated a total income of 42.462,49€ and total 
expenses of 37.708,64€ resulting in a profit of 4.753,85€; the Statement of Financial Position 
at 31-12-2016 showed assets of 48.725,72€, liabilities of 4.023,85€ and net assets of 
44.701,87€. All country members had paid the 2016 membership fee.  
The annual statement of accounts for 2016 was approved by the General Assembly. 

b. To agree on a budget for 2017, including ENA membership rates. 
The budget for 2017 (also available on the website) was presented by the SG, a continuation 
of 2016 on most aspects including the proposal to keep the same membership fees. The 
budgeted income was 27.500,00€ and the budgeted operating expenses were 27.500,00€. 
The budget for 2017 was approved. 
Harm Horlings (NL) expressed his favourable opinion to significantly increase the budget in 
the future, to achieve more. It was agreed on discussing it in the summer meeting. 
 
ACTION:  
- To officially register the annual accounts to comply with the legislation (SG and office in 

Belgium). 
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- To include the discussion on future budget in the next General Assembly meeting (ENA 
officers). 

 
9. Environmental and Sustainable Certifications and Labels. 

Harm Horlings, Certifications and Labels WG Chairman, summarized the goal of simplifying the 
number of certifications needed by nurserymen. He introduced a representative of MPS which 
presented 3 proposals, that were already included in the document previously sent to all ENA 
members to be discussed in this meeting. Harm Horlings reasoned that FTFP (Fair Trees & Fair 
Plants) might be an upper certification, over other national or international certifications. 
According to MPS, Fair Trees Fair Plants is a consumer label, which consists of a monitoring system 
(MPS-ABC) combined with a social certificate. MPS Socially Qualified is one of the options for this 
social component. The proposal was to have FTFP as the common umbrella certification for all 
markets that would be on the top of the certification that the nurseries in each country might 
have (Plante Blue, Global GAP, MPS, PPQS, etcetera). 
Marc Van Hulle (BE), complained that MPS-GAP or any GAP certification requires to include the 
information of the external suppliers in commercial operations, which is obviously confidential, 
being a commercial disadvantage. Maurizio Lapponi (IT) informed that they have their own national 
certification and they also want a common one. Luis Martín (ES) said that having a top standard is a 
good option although the problem would be the extra cost for FTFP. He asked if the cost should be 
assumed by the national certification schemes. German delegates mentioned that, for most of their 
nurseries, the German quality system is usually enough. It was clarified that FTFP might accept other 
certifications different from MPS, although a benchmark would be necessary. FTFP is a combination 
of environmental and social certifications to give sustainable plants to the market. Emmanuelle 
Bougault (FR) explained that “Plante Blue” is equivalent to MPS and she thinks that an EU label 
should be at a maximum level. The idea would be to create a basket with the different standards and 
over it, the wide standard. Henk Raaijmakers (IT) mentioned that creating a new standard would be 
costly for ENA and we cannot afford it; the market decides what they want and governmental buyers 
and retail buyers are demanding different standards. Grzegorz Falkowski (PL) argued that some 
other problems are more important for nurserymen than this one. Vasileios Zafeiropoulos (GR) felt 
that creating a new standard was a good idea. 
Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns proposed to think about it for a while and then ask the members of 
each organisation. Harm Horlings, WG Chairman, highlighted that sustainability is becoming 
important and that each organisation should discuss it. It was agreed on to not make a decision but 
to continue following the idea. 
ACTION:  
- To further develop and share the project idea (Harm Horlings, SG) 
- To discuss it internally in each country (ALL MEMBERS).  

 
10. ENA Promotion Working Group. 

Leon Smet, Promotion WG Chairman, explained to the meeting attendants that the proposal in 2016 
included seven participating countries but the application was not selected by CHAFEA, reminding 
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everyone that the information was sent out to all ENA members. He revealed that, for the 
application this year, most of the work had been done and he pointed out the ways to improve the 
application. In a reply to Stanislav Dontsov (UA), he clarified that this type of Promotion application 
was for EU country members only. Leon Smet emphasized that the participants must stick to the 
strict timeline in order to proceed properly -the participating countries should reply to the requests 
for information ASAP and according to the communicated deadlines-. Finally, he invited all ENA 
members to remain in the room after the GA meeting to participate in the Promotion meeting at 
14h00.  
ACTION: 
- To keep ENA members informed (SG), allowing new countries to participate in the 2017 

application in the same terms that other countries participated in the 2016. 
- ENA will apply for the EU promotion grant under the same conditions of the previous application 

(ALL PARTICIPANTS). 
 
11. ENA EU Legislation WG: 

Marc Van Hulle, the EU Legislation WG chairman, gave the floor to the SG, who summarized: 
- The “new” EU Plant Health Regulation had been published and ENA will have to react to 

Delegated Acts that are going to come, because it will be the practical legislation that will affect 
how to proceed in the nursery production and trade.  

- He thanked Marc Van Hulle, the WG chairman, for attending the meetings of “EC Civil Dialogue 
Group H.O.S. ‘Flower Sector’”, and the “EC Meeting on Xylella and current Plant Health 
Legislation annexes”, and reminded all attendees that information from both meetings had been 
shared with ENA members. 

- ENA is now a recognized as EFSA (European Food Safety Agency) stakeholder and as PONTE 
research project stakeholder, has been invited to be a stakeholder of the XFactors research 
Project and has applied for membership of the “EC Advisory Group on the Food Chain and 
Animal and Plant Health”. 

- ENA has reacted, mostly with the cooperation of ENA members, to:  
o Current Plant Health Directive annexes proposed changes. 
o Evaluation of the EU Regulation establishing a Common Financial Framework to cover 

spending for animal and plant health measures and official controls. 
o EPPO’s questionnaire on Regulated Non-Quarantine Pests (Vine, Forest, Fruit and 

Ornamental nurseries). 
o Consultation on EU policy options to set minimum quality requirements for reused water 

in irrigation. 
o Midterm evaluation of the common financial framework (CFF) as described in Regulation 

(EU) No 652/2014 for food and feed expenditure. 
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Marc Van Hulle, chairman of the Legislation WG, introduced the different items: 
 

a. Plant Protection Products. 
Jana Roels (BE) explained the scope of the Minor Uses WG on ornamentals and reminded 
everyone that the information was sent out to them. She asked to contact national key 
persons in each country to make use of the EU Minor Uses Facility and Marc Van Hulle 
insisted that the best way to gain more PPP authorised for our plants was through EU 
Minor Uses Coordination Facility (www.minoruses.eu). Markus Guhl (DE) proposed to 
collect arguments of the benefits of plant protection and he explained that BdB is going to 
prepare a list of arguments of why we need PPP; he added that cooperating with companies 
on this might be a good possibility. Luis Martín (ES) informed the GA that they had done a 
study of what products are necessary for the nurseries but not authorised for this use. Before 
sending it to the Minor Uses Facility, he proposed to share the information among ENA 
members. Marc Van Hulle (WG chairman) said that it was a good proposal and that ENA 
could group all the information and share it before sending it. Henk Raaijmakers (NL) said 
that working together with the chemical companies was a good idea, adding that, to change 
the image, we needed to use the same idea that the human medicines use: we grow healthy 
plants but sometimes they need medicines when they are ill. He also proposed to include the 
proper use of PPP in the Sustainability label. Grzegorz Falkowski (PL) added that four years 
ago they began to cooperate with chemical companies and by now they have got seven 
products authorised for nurseries. Jana Roels (BE) asked the group if they could make an 
estimation of the impact of losing PPP. Val Farrell (IE) commented that nurseries can only 
have options if the product is already used in agriculture, because our market is small. Vice-
president Jan-Dieter Bruns proposed to send to ENA the needs of PPP and finally David 
Brown (UK) volunteered to contact the European Crop Protection Association.  
ACTION:  
- To ask members for the information of their needs of PPP (SG) 
- To send information of PPP needed in each country to ENA (ALL), share it (SG) and send it 

to the Minor Uses Coordination Facility (SG). 
- To contact the European Crop Protection Association (David Brown). 

 
b. Xylella fastidiosa 

Jan-Dieter Bruns (Vice-president) expressed the concerns of most European nurserymen in 
regard to this disease and the compulsory measures to be taken in the case of an outbreak. 
He also mentioned that some proposals and comments were received from ENA members -
shared previously to the meeting- and gave the floor to the participants. 
Marc Van Hulle (BE) was surprised that the American colleagues seemed not worried by the 
disease, although it just could be that they didn’t understand the name of the disease as it is 
named in Europe. Luis Martín (ES) proposed to ask the American organization how they 
manage the disease in nurseries. Luigi Pagliani (IT) summarized that now Xf is affecting 
mostly the warmer Europe, that there are very different subspecies affecting Europe and that 
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most knowledge in America is on a different subspecies. He ended confirming that the 
situation in Italy was contained.  
Jan Veltmans (NL) agreed on the fact that Xf is spreading easier in warmer countries, but he 
remarked that the rules are the same and very strict in all countries. He also introduced the 
difference between the terms ‘outbreak’ and ‘interception’ and the consequences for the 
nurseries in each country. He recommended to contact the national authorities on this issue, 
because there is a huge difference on the consequences. Leon Smet (NL) asked what we can 
do at the EU level, united as ENA, to minimize the problems with the affected nurseries. 
Sharing information through ENA is good, but because the EC rules are very strict, should we 
also lobby the EU authorities or send out a statement? Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns 
argued that nurseries should have access to the same aids to cover the costs and the losses 
that any sector of the agriculture might have. He also stressed the importance of keeping the 
nurserymen very well informed. Harm Horlings (NL) recommended to have a small working 
group to make a proposal to the next GA meeting with all practical aspects of the disease 
affecting nurseries, including financial aspects. Henk Raaijmakers (NL) anticipated that it 
would be very difficult, if not impossible, to change the EU legislation. He said that we might 
work on declaring ‘interceptions’ -when there is no risk of spreading the disease- instead of 
‘outbreaks’, making the ‘interception’ definition as broad as possible. Most delegates 
mentioned that their official authorities are following the ISPM-5 definition of ‘interception’. 
SG added that, following the advice of the WG chairman, he contacted the EC and they 
adhere to the official definitions although they recognize that the practical interpretation 
might be different, depending on the inspector. Henk Raaijmakers (NL) argued that many 
countries are strongly in favour of containing the spread of Xf and it is not going to change. 
He added that in the Netherlands they were trying to find funding to help nurseries in the 
case of an outbreak, but their government denied it because it was not a human health 
problem. David Brown (UK) proposed to ask EFSA for a scientific opinion on having a zonal 
approach because he didn’t see any chance to change the legislation without scientific 
support. Albano Moreira da Silva (PT) was pessimistic on stopping the bacteria spread in the 
long term and he claimed that, by now, strict measures are necessary. It was stated that 
insurance cover meteorological damages but not diseases and Marc Van Hulle (BE) asked for 
the possibility of having an EU fund, and to ask the nurserymen if they would be willing to 
pay for it. Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns mentioned that millions would be needed; Luigi 
Pagliani (IT) and Val Farrell (IE) supported the idea to look for compensation.  
It was agreed on creating a Xf WG; Markus Guhl (DE), Marc Van Hulle (BE), Jana Roels (BE), 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL), David Brown (UK), Emmanuelle Bougault (FR), Vasileios Zafeiropoulos 
(GR), Luis Martín (ES) volunteered to participate in it and Luigi Pagliani (IT) appointed 
Edoardo Sciutti (IT).  
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) stressed that financial compensations would be indispensable to 
cover the eradication costs of the first focus of new outbreaks, otherwise the affected 
farmers would not alert the authorities of the disease and it would spread faster causing 
much more economic damage. They are looking for different options with the aim to 
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facilitate the declaration of first signs of the disease, only possible with financial 
compensations available. Luis Martín (ES) informed the GA that their Government is working 
on a legislation to compensate the plants that would need to be destroyed in an outbreak to 
avoid the spread of the bacteria. Markus Guhl (DE) added that they are pushing their 
government in the same way and Jana Roels (BE) also added that they -growers and the 
government- are discussing the possibility of starting a contribution to cover part of the 
funding.  
ACTION:  

- To create a WG on Xf (SG) 
- To prepare a complete proposal for the next GA meeting (Xf WG) 

 
c. EU Fertilisers Draft Regulation. 

In regard to the draft of the new EU regulation that threatens the use of CFR (Controlled 
Release Fertilizers) in Europe, SG informed that there is no news since the last Secretaries 
meeting, where it was decided to inform all ENA members, in cooperation with Fertilizers 
Europe, with the recommendation on how and who to lobby in each country (MEPs, 
Governments, rapporteurs, etc.) and to join the statement that Copa·Cogeca, Fertilizers 
Europe and other organisations may prepare.  
ACTION:  
- To inform all ENA members with the recommendation on who to lobby in each country 

(SG).   
- To participate in the preparation of a joint statement with Copa·Cogeca, Fertilizers 

Europe and other organisations (SG) 
 

d. IAS (Invasive Alien Species). 
SG informed that at the last Secretaries meeting we had a specialist from Copa·Cogeca and 
that we agreed on making a position paper together with other organisations. SG regretted 
that he was not able to show the draft to be discussed by the GA because it was not finished 
yet and he compromised to send it as soon as it was available. He showed on the screen the 
flowchart with the timetable, remarked that the check of the second update list was ongoing 
and he emphasized that only referenced scientific information, data on social and economic 
benefits and on risk management will be considered; although he added it’s difficult to 
obtain. Jan Veltmans (NL) informed the GA that they are working with a lawyer to act on the 
Delegated Act.  
ACTION:  
- To inform all ENA members of the process updating the list of IAS of Union Concern (SG). 
- To finish the position paper with other organisations (SG). 

 
12. ENA 25th anniversary in 2016. 

Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns thanked all participants for their cooperation and invited them to 
explain how the ceremony was in each country while looking at the pictures of each event on the 
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screen. Tree planting ceremonies had been held in Brussels (BE), Naousa (GR), Warsaw (PL), 
Santarém (PT), Helsinki (FI), Chilton-Oxfordshire (UK), Sofia (BG), Burgas (BG), Veliko Tarnovo (BG), 
Pavlikeni (BG), Targovishte (BG), Collodi - Pescia/Pistoia (IT), Dublin (IE), Šabac (RS), The Hague (NL), 
Uster (CH), Girona (ES), Malmö (SE), Odense (DK), Belgrade (RS) and Paris (FR).  
Finally, Markus Guhl (DE), as they had the programmed ceremony in Berlin cancelled by the Minister 
of Agriculture, made a proposal for a closing event of the 25th anniversary to plant a tree in the 
building of the Bavarian embassy in Brussels. It would also include a political reception or lunch that 
would allow us to bring our problems, like Xf and others, directly to the politicians from all the 
parties in the EU Parliament and AGRI and ENVI committees. The date is to be determined. 
ACTION: 
- To schedule the final ceremony (Markus Guhl). 

 
13. Flormart (IT) trade show proposal. 

Luigi Pagliani (IT) informed about the proposal made by Flormart, a trade show in Padova (Italy) with 
66 editions of history. He explained that a new management had proposed a new way and a new 
concept of exhibition, offering a stand for the ENA group. Inside this umbrella stand, national 
organisations (minimum 5) with their companies (minimum 8, around 25 m2 all equal) might 
participate for free (completely, including some decoration, table, etc.) If a minimum participation 
were not reached, a fee would apply (1.500€/40m2). He finally defended this participation as a good 
showcase for ENA and its organisations and nursery members.  
Harm Horlings (NL) asked if ENA should receive presentations from all the exhibitions and why this 
issue was in the Agenda. Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns replied that ENA was fulfilling a request 
from a member.  
Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns suggested that each organisation contact the exporters in their 
country and it was agreed that ENA is going to distribute the information and to leave the decision 
to participate to each national organisation.  
ACTION: 
- To forward the proposal to all ENA members (SG). 
 

14. Summer meeting 2017 
Jyri Uimonen (FI) distributed the program of the next summer meeting and gave the details. Arttu 
Haverinen (FI) asked all participants for an early registration. Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns 
thanked them for the preparation and it was agreed on following the proposed program, having half 
of the General Assembly meeting in the evening of Sunday 25th June and the second half on the 
morning of Monday 26th June 2017.  
Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns commented the list of all places where previous summer meetings 
where held, in order to prepare for 2018. Stanislav Dontsov (UA) invited ENA to have the 2018 
summer meeting in Ukraine and Vasileios Zafeiropoulos (GR) in Greece. Before getting into the 
discussion, Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns proposed to give an opportunity to England, as it had 
been previously commented that ENA President Tim Edwards would like to invite ENA to have the 
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meeting there. It was agreed on asking the UK first and to take the decision at the next summer 
meeting.  
ACTION: 
- To early register to participate in the 2018 summer meeting in Finland (ALL) 
- To ask the UK organisation if they would like to organise the 2018 summer meeting (SG) 
- To include the proposals for the 2018 summer meeting in the next GA meeting agenda (SG). 
 

15. Press release. 
It was agreed to highlight in the post-meeting press release the following issues: Ukraine as a new 
member, the celebration of the 25th anniversary closing ceremony in Brussels, to mention the 
presentation received from Monrovia, the new Promotion application and the constitution of the 
new Xylella WG. 
ACTION: 
- To write the Press Release (SG, VP). 

 
16. AOB (any other business). 

- Heinz Kunz (CH) informed the GA that he left the presidency of the Swiss organisation and, 
consequently, this was his last meeting. He thanked all for their teamwork during the seven 
years that he had been in ENA, informed that a replacement will be elected soon and wished the 
best to ENA and all nurserymen. He received a warm applause from all attendants and Vice-
president Jan-Dieter Bruns thanked him for his good cooperation for all these years, including 
the organisation of the summer meeting in Switzerland. 

- Val Farrell (IE) proposed to discuss about BREXIT. David Brown (UK) reported that they are 
waiting for more information because nobody knows how the negotiations are going to be 
developed and everything is up in the air. It was stated that phytosanitary barriers will be the 
most important issue, but it’s not yet the time to work on it. 

 
Jan-Dieter Bruns (Vice-president) remarked that he had been very honoured to replace President Tim 
Edwards chairing this meeting, he gave the best wishes to everyone for the season, sounding optimistic, 
and thanking all delegates for their participation, he closed the GA meeting. 
 
 


